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Hand Glazed, 
Made in Italy

DEVON

Stocking Sizes
4” x 8”

Characteristics
Applications: Interior walls only.

Installation: Follow the methods TCNA set forward 
for preparation and installation. Use white color 
thin set, non- sanded grout with a minimum 1/8th 
of a joint. Shade and size variation are inherent 
for all fired ceramic and porcelain body wall tiles. 
Please do the necessary blending and inspect the 
tiles to determine appropriate grout joint prior to 
installation. For wet areas, moisture barriers have 
to be established.

Care: Clean with non-abrasive, neutral 
detergent or mild soapy water. Allow adequate 
ventilation in wet areas.

Package Details
4” x 8”is sold in full box quantity at 10.2222 SF 
(46pcs)

Trim Piece
Demi Bullnose trim piece also known as Jolly or 
mini Qtr. Round, available in all colors.  
They are 3/8” x 8”

DEVON White DEVON White Matte

DEVON Ecru DEVON Sage

DEVON Grigio DEVON Grafito

Devon collection is, evocative of time-worn glazed cotto tiles. There is an unrefined beauty and 
cosmetic traces of aging after years and seasons. Some layers of paint are stripped and revealing a 
raw feel. These cosmetic elements all come together to celebrate the life of the space, property and 
the life lived within. Ultimately, the state of how tiles appear showcases a lived-in look over decades 
life. This look has been carefully and cheerfully replicated by the artisan tile maestros of northern Italy 
with the techniques developed in the process of manufacturing. Surface look of each tile is unique to 
itself as each tile has been finished by hand glazing. No ink jet glazing at any time during production. 
5 colors and a trim piece of mini-quarter round ( jolly- 3/8” x 8” )  is also available to finish the edges.
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